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Abstract. Currently, much of the informadoo re..,ll decision
alternatives and trade-<>ffs made in the course d a aajor program
devdopmeot effort ia not 1epc 1enrcd or maincd in a way 1hat permits
~-bued reasonin1 OYa' the life cycled the~ The loss
<:I this infamwrim multi in problam in ncma design altanatives to
requiremciits. in assessing the iqwt of change in requirements_ and in
configuration managemenL

To address these problems, we arc studying the problem of
building an imdligcnt. active corpor~ memory facility which would
provide for lhc capture of che requiJrmcnts and standards of a program.
analyze the design alternatives and trldo-offs made ova the program's
lifetime. and examine relationships bclween requirements and design
trldc-offs. Early phases of the wen have coocentra&ed on design
knowledge capmrc for the Space Swion Freedom. We have
demonsttalcd and arc exiending tools that help automaJe and document
engineering ttade snMlies (the topic of this paper), and we arc
deYdoping anotba 100l to help designers interactively explore design
alliC:matives and constraints.

1.0 Overall Problem
Under NASA contraet NAS2-12108, the Boeing Advanced Technology Center is conducting
rescaJCh leading to a corpoote memory flciliry (CMF). A ocxpcn1e memory facility would
provide facilities for capwring and using decision biJuxy and .rationale tbrou&hout a major
program's life cycle. This effort is jointly funded by OASTs AI Program and the Sp1ee Station
Freedom Advanced Devclopmcnt Program.
CUrrcntly. much d the information rcgatding altanativcs coosidcml and ndc-offs made in
the course of a major program development effort is not represented or retained in a way that
permits computer-based reasoning over the life cycle of the program. The loss of this information
results in problems in ttacing al&ematives to requirements, in assessing the impact of change in
~uiremen.ts. and~ configuration mana~ (Boe~a.Compu~ Services, 198?&.b).
There as not an mlegrued ser of cape~ to ISSlst in &CDenbnJ and evaluating or
~I prosram altenwives. The lack cI this capability results JD such problems IS belated
reaction to cbangcs in ~uiremeru.s and inabiliry to consider a reasonable number of altanativcs.

2.0 A Corporate Memory Facility
To address these probl~ we arc smdying the problem of building an intelligent, active corporate
memmy facility which would provide for the capture of the ~ts and standards of a
program. ahenwivcs coo.siden:d and trade-offs made over its lifetime, and rclalionsbips between
these.. The corporate memory facility would provide b'rcquhemcuts tnceability, impact
assessment, automation a.00/or assistance in the gcnemion and evaluation of alternatives, and
coo.figuration management
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The corporate memory ficility would supp<Xt imaactive ~Ian
ms diverse areas
such u the ae:rospace eoaineering disciplines (propulsion. wcighls. and
ymmics). In
operational use. a corporate IDCIDCl9 facility wOuld reduce life.cycJc flow lime and cost and
improve the quality of pogram deliverables. Similar benefits could be realim1 by applying
information accumulated in the eo1ponte memory facility for one program to omer related

programs.

In initial phases of this work. the Advanced Technology Center is stUdying core corporate
memory facility ideas, preparing corporate memory facility ccchnical rq>orts ctmmng SIUdy results.
and building feast1>ility demonsttations. In oonjunction with NASA, the Space Statioo Freedom
Program was selected as a testbed; within this test bed we are concentrating on design knowledge
capture. In 1989 the Advanced Technology Center examined aspects of the Power subsystem and
the Environmental Control and Life Support (EO..S) subsystem. We also used our tool.s in a
portioo of the 1989 Space Statioo Freedom u:dmical audit to investigate the rationale for a previous
design decision.
Through the series of demonsttations, we arc showing a novel integration and extcnsioo of
design knowledge capture ideas by:
L

Tail<Xi.ng knowledge acquisition and process control tools for enginuring trotk
sa.u:JUs, a significant and feasible part of design knowledge capnue.

b. Digitally recording speech as an unobtrusive method of capturing design rationale at
the trade study workstation.
c. Developing an interaetive design alternative generation aid.

3.0 Design Knowledge Capture
The Space Slarion Freedom was selected as the focus of research efforts toward a corporate
memory facility since it is a large NASA project in a relatively early stage of desip. and much of
the design rationale could be captured or retrieved before it was lost. Many orgamzations in NASA
and their subcontractol"S arc interested in design knowledge capture, cspccially as it applies to the

Space Station Freedom.

NASA's pLl is to provide for a maxim\UJl of ease in the evolution of the Space Station
Freedom and us adaptation to new requirements, new technologies. and advanced forms of
macb.ioc intelligence. One facet of this is the Design Knowledge Captme Plan (NASA, 1988b). It
is recogniz.ed that this goal must be pursued not only in the design of the Space Sau:ioo Frcedcm,
but also in the requirements for the documentation of the design. its features. and its rationale.
Following arc objectives for design knowledge capture for the Space Station Freedom (Anon.,

1988):

a. Establish design and development history for the Space Station Freedom Program.
b. Establish design and development traceability for the Space Station Freedom Program.
c. Maintain viable and effective risk management (e.g. failure modes and contingencies).
d. Capture and retain Space Station Freedom Program upcricnce and expertise.

Design knowledge is defined as all physical descriptions of a system and its components;
rationale for design decisions; functiooa1 flow diagrams; documentation of design objects or
processes they pedonn along with the results; and interrelationships among design knowledge
clements (such as pan numbers and descriptions). Design knowledge embodies design objects and
their aaributes, including bod1 designs selected for implementation and those nol seleca:d. It
includes the rationale for requirements leading to design. medlods d vcrifi~ cxcq>Cions and
waivas from requiremenUt and other design criteria. Design knowledge is generated by engineers,

managcmen4 technicians, and production temm (NAS~ 1988b; ~ Olson. and Praharaj,
1988; Lakin et al .• 1988; Anon., 1988; Sivard ct al., 1989; NASA, undated).
Design knowledge capture encompasses the acquisition, ~ and manipulation of
engineering~ informatioo, and knowledge generated during a PfOP.Dl (NASA, 1988b;

NAS~ tmd•red). Design knowledge capcurc is also defined u the activity of transferring design
knowledge from a source 10 a machioe·inta]re1able form (NASA, 1988a; Wechsler and Crome,
undated).
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Several sources have identified potential benefits of desip lmowledae capcure (Purves and
Carnes, 1987; NASA. 1988&; Beazley, 1988; Carnes, Olson, and Pnhataj, 1988; anon. 1988;
Sivud et al., 1989; Wechsler and Crouse, undated). Many of these benefi11 amenlize ID ocher
portions of the c:orporue memxy flcility. They include:
L

ConvergefJ
of requbements and design through developing a raDonale during the
design
each !'C'\uimnent is fulfilled.
~as

b. Higher mtegrity of tbc design process and the attendant data products.

c. Better nccatility of desi

daaL
cl Integration of the Space ~on Freedom Program across both logical and physical

interfaces.
e. Secondary use of discipline data in the associated areas of failure modes and effects,
resouroc management~ integraled loaistics support. configuration management and
knowledge-based SystemS.
f. More efficient work effons and products.
g. On line availability of design and decision data for critical sysiems.
h. Requirements traeeabiliry.
i. Design verification and validatioo.
j. Manufacturing quality conttoL
k. Docwneruation production.
L Tutorials for the next generation of design engineers.
m. Effective management of engineering change and inaased poduct quality through a
conmon platform for engineering design, analysis, test. manufacturing.
n. An accumulated body of program knowledge thar can fuel applications thar manage
life cycle functions beyond delivery.
o. Reduced sensitivity to pcrsonncl volatility.
p. Support for continuin1 engineering analysis.
q . Support for manufacturing.
r. Support for future applications.

There arc also potential uses of capnucd design rationaJc in program management applications
(Carnes. Olson. and Pralwaj,1988). 1bcse include:
The influence of individual requircmerns can be traced.
b. The requirements source and reasoning process behind each design feature can be
uaced.
c. The influence of proposed requirements changes oo the design can be assessed.
d. 1be effects of changes in assumptions can be assessed.
e. The overall reasoning process can be reviewed for possible fucure improvements.
L

4.0 Automating Englneerin& Trade Studies
We are focusing on trade studies in the design knowledge capture area beca1Jse L

They exhibit a microcosmic path through the full cycle of design information, including
rcqui:ranelUs linkage, generation and comparison of alternatives. and decision

documentation.
b. Many design engineers are familiar with trade studies and are comfMable using them
to oompme alternatives in quantitative terms.
c. Even though different methodolo&ies for trade studies are available, little has been done
to aD!Omate them.
d. A trade study tool would be immediately useful in a variety of domains, regardless of
the success of the overall design knowledge caprurc or corporarc mem>ry facility
effort.
c. Existing Advanced Technology Center tools could be extended to help perform

portioo.s of trade studies.
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1ndc studies are peiformed, in put. to avoid a deliper's tendency to IO directly to a desip
ba.a on put experience. ralber than trying to find a design that may better satisfy overall program
requirements. Trade studies ~ten performed to help establish overall System configurations.
study the dcuiled design of iJL"-'idual configuration items to provide the most oost-effectivc
solution. and evaluate alternate solutions when the need for change occurs.
There are two general types of trade study aireria: limits which must be satisfied by any
candidate system go/DD go cnteria (or hard constrainlS), and attributes upon which a ranking can be
based (soft connrainu).
CandidaleS are usually filtered using bard consttaints and then ranked for~ using
soft constraints. Trade trees are used to decoqx>se large numbers of candiducs into groups for
tnctability. Paths through the tree show tocal configurations. Typical trlde study criteria include
accuracy, lifetime, power output, stability, sensitivity, band~ low weight, low power,
minimum dimen~ opcra!ional simplicity. elcctromagnctic compatibility. reliability.
survivability, schedule, cost. safety, and risk. Criteria are usually weighted. The results are usually
shown in a trade study matrix - a table showing the alternatives, criteriA. ratings, and weights.
After candidates arc rated and SC<red, a sensitivity analysis can be performed This shows the
sensitivity of the decision to changes in the value of attributes, weights, costs, and subjective

estimates.
In our early work on the corporate memory facility we demonstrated the capcurc of trade smdy
infonnation and rationale (Figure 1). In the future, this information will be available through the
Technical and Management Information System (TMIS). This system is available to anyone
working on Space Station Freedom. We are eumining several report formats based on current
trade swdy practices and TMIS requirements. The information ncces.wy for these reporu is
providing the foundation for the knowledge capmrc process.

Trade Study Process
Current

In Progress

=

~

DKC

~--

-Auton.tic NPO" ~
- Electtonlc c.ptuN and examination

..

• UunJp• dMlgner enatpla

• nus Hnk

• Volca c:epture

EnablH quality Improvement: technical, coat, schedule
Figure 1. Automating the trade s1Udy process.

5.0 Design Knowledge Capture Tools
Two tools, Aquinas and Axotl. were used to build the first dcmonsa'ation. An additional set of
tools (MANIAC. HyperCard. and MacRecorder) was used to ca:pmre voice rationale and associate
it with the Aquinas knowledge base for interactive playback.

S.1

Aqal11111: C11ptarl116 T rtuh StatlJ D•d611 Rllllo11al•

A uinas intel'Viewed expens in several ttade study domains and captured candidale and aiteria
fjmnatioo ~ to rank-ardeRd candidate seledions. In the power domain, ldditiOOll rationale
was captured as V01CC inpuL In the EC..SS domain. confUctin1 opinions frcxn multiple designers
were captured. analyzed. and documented.

Power subsymm - Cluck Olson. a design engineer in Boeing Aerospace, used
Aquinas to build two separate trade studies for the inccrface between a computer and
autcwnatic circuit txeakers. Brian Smi~ anochcr Boeing Aerospace design engineer,
offered advice oo building an electronic nde study process assistanL
Environmental Control and L ile Support subsystem - Jim Knox, a NASA
design engineer at Marshall Space Aight C.entec, used Aquinas to build a trade
srudy foe carbon dioxide removal on Space Station Freedom in the year 2<XX>. ADcn
Bascby. anodler NASA design engineer at Marshall Space Flight Cent.er, added
additional information to this trade study.

Technical Audit Item 185 - John Palmer, O'Kcefe Sullivan, and Carl Case,
Boeing A~ used Aquinas to document a 1986 decision about the placement
of the pressunzed logistics module.

Aquinas is a wortbench developed by the Boeing Advanced Technology Center fer acquiring
and analyzing cxpen knowledge for solving diagnostic, structured selection, classification. and
othcrprobl~ (Figure 2). In the corporate memory facility context, Aquinas is used to acquire
knowledge about rcquilcments and alternatives from individuals er groups of experts, and then
assists in merging that knowledge into a single knowledge base. Weights may be assigned to boch
requirements and their refinements. This knowledge may be merged automatically by Aquinas er
by consensus of the program staff using Aquinas as an assistanL Aquinas suppons similar
capabilities for acquiring compound alternatives.
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Agure 2. Aqunas consists of several tool sets th.a 8Allt dlft~ knowtedge acquisition
tasks. General advartages of Aquklal lnciude lntegtatloncl ~ methOdl Ind

tecMiques, rapid prototyping and teasl:>Dy analysis. generation of expert enthusiasm,
rooltlple medial1ng repteSentallons, errbedded testing, and • e cycle support for verlication,
defivery, and maireenance.

Aquinas. an expanded version of the Expertise Transfer System (ETS; Boose, 1984, 1985.
19~b), combines ideas from psychology and knowledge-based systems to support knowledge
acquisition tasks. These tasks include eliciting distinctions. decomposing problems. combining
uncertain information, iocremen1al testing, integration of data typeS. automatic expansion and
refinement of the knowledge base, use of multiple sources of knowledge. use of consttaints during
inference. and providing process guidance (Boose and BradJhaw. 1987; Boose. Bradshaw, and
Sbema. 1989). Aquinas interviews expens and helps them analyze, test, and refine knowledge.
Expertise frcxn multiple cxpcns er other knowledge sources can be represented and used separately
or combined Results from user consultations are derived from information propagalr:d through
hierarchies.
Using Aquinas, rapid prototypes of knowledge-based systems can be built in as little as one
hour, even when the expert bas little understanding of knowledge-based systems or bas no prier
training in the use of the IDOi. The interviewing methods in Aquinas are derived from George
Kelly's Personal Construct Theory and related work (Kelly, 1955; Shaw and Gaines. 1987;
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Boose, 1988). Kelly's melhods and theory provide a rich framework for modeling the qualitative
and quantitative distinctions inherent in an expert's pob)em-IOlving knowledge.
Aquinas tools mentioned here arc explained mare fully elsewhere (Boose and Bradshaw,
1987; Boose, 1988; Kitto and Boose, 1988; Sbetna and Boose, 1988; Bradshaw and Boose,
1990).
Extended rcpenory grids in Aquinas are a compact and easily uodmtood form of expertise
represcnwion for many typeS of knowledge. Repertory Irids can be analyzed. refined. tested. and
maintained IDCl'C easily than a corresponding, larger rule or frame knowledge base. In Aquinas. we
have augmented repcnory grid sttuctures to include hie:rarchir.s, oonstraints, structures for eliciting
and reasoning about knowledge from DXJltipJe expens. multiple variable types. and accoumxxtatc
forms of machine lcaming. Generally. these analysis capabilities and compact, higher-level
1Mdiatiltg repre.senladons of expert knowledge make knowledge bases easier to inspect. analyze,
maintain, test, and ilqn'ove. We use a test case-based approach within Aquinas for pcJfmnancc
mcasuremeo~ verification. and maintenance, and automatic knowledge base improvement. This
method bclps find holes and weaknesses in the knowledge ~ and provides facilities for
verifying knowledge consistency, accuracy, and sanity range.
Refinement methods in Aquinas include implication and similarity analyses. completeness
checking. bole filling. cluster analyses, generalization, awomatic rule production. internal te.sting
and debugging ai~ and graphic representation transformation. Expmisc from multiple expcns or
other know.ledge sources can be represented and used scpamcly or combined, giving consensus
and dissenting opinions among groups of experts. Recent progress on Aquinas has been in the
areas of knowledge base pelformancc measurement, knowledge base mainacnance, interacting trait
constraints, consultation graphics, and eliciting stralegic and prooedmal knowledge. ExpcrimcnlS
show how Aquinas can automatically improve knowledge bases and even suggest new problemsolving information. Fonm of interactive and aur.omatic machine learning are also employed by
Aquinas (Boose, Bradshaw, and Sberna. 1989).
Aquinas exists in several "C'-bascd versions tlw run on different mic~ocessor platforms
and a fuller development version that runs on Sun workstations and Xerox Lisp Machines.

S.2

Tiu Axotl S11u111: Procell Moul Captun

In the first demonstration, Cluck Olson used Axotl to elicit an electtorUcally-based model of the
trade study process.
Axotl. developed at the Boeing Advanced Technology Center, integraleS a set of computcrbascd decision analysis tools with a knowlcd~bascd syslml. The decision analysis tools are
designed for problems requiring careful consideration of uncertainty and complex tradeoffs. In
the coot.ext of corporate memol)' facility, alternatives and requirements Jcnerated by Aquinas can
be analyzed using decision analysis representations
deiamine the swtability of various
alternatives and puge the~ <X changes in design requirements or circumstances. Infloeocc
diagrams are used to represent information, alternatives. and preferences bodi graphically and
mathematically. Our experience bu shown that Ibey are an effcctivc way of coo:mwnicating
important issues among participants. Axotl also cmploY_S.other fmns of lmowl~ge reJRSC!1tation
that may pove useful as pan of a corporate memory facility. Far oample, Boeing has extended
and generalized an AND/OR graph reprcscncation for goals and activities ("activity graphs") tlw
can be used to dynamically construct and evaluate cyclic plans for achieving a set of process

'°

'°

requirements.
Axod is written in the ParkPJace Smalltalk-80 development environment on the Apple
Macinrosh n. Versions of Smalltalk-80 exist for Sun. Apollo, Hewlett-Packard. IBM. and Apple
hardware.

S.3

MANIAC, B1JMrCard, and MacRecorder:

Capturl11g Voice Ratio11ale

Together, MANIAC. HypetCard. and MacRccorder were used to record and play back voice
rationale.
In the first demonstration. design decision rationale was captumi on a tape recorder during
Aquinas sessions. To demonstrate feasibility, pans of these recordings were processed using
MacRecordcr on a Macintosh and stored in HypeICard. MANIAC. an Advanced Technology
Center shell that controls communication between Axotl. Aq~ HypetCard. and oda
application pograms. tt.eeivcs commands from Aquinas to play back digitally recorded voice
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based oo panicular Aquinas knowledge base objects. Designers and others who later examine the
trade study decision rationale can optionally play back this rcocrdcd voice information.
In future dcmonscralioos we will link MlcRccarder Ind Aquinas more diRictly so dw
designers may cmer and edit voice input directly while using Aquinas. This will be a relatively
unobttusive way to enter rationale (as opposed to &ext entry) in a cost effective manner. Digiially
recorded voice information CX>Uld eventually be stored and played bllCk as design decision rationale
in 1MIS in a manner similar to many digital phone message systems.
MANIAC is described m:n fully in (Bradshaw. Covingron, Russo, and Boose, 1990).
S.4

CANARD: ExploraJory Desi"g11 Al1en111tlr1 G1neratio11

As pan of the design process, competing alternatives are generated and evaluated for suimbility.
The best alternative emc1ges as &he result. Unfortunately, coostraints. ttadeoffs. and ocher
considerations made during the explcntion of the design are usually lost, making it impossible to
review or easily modify them at a later time. If a modification to the design is required. the
designers may have to redo the en~ task.
We started development of CANARD. an automated tool which uses possibility tables.
cooscrai.nts. and knowledJe bases to caprure significant portions of the design process and assist in
the generation of altcmanve solutions consistent with design &oals and design constraints (Shema.
Bradshaw, Covington, and Boose, 1990). Using a possibility table, a designer identifies the

components ol an acceptable design. spccifies possibilities for each component. develops criteria
reflecting preferences among possibilities, and supplies constraints governing compatibility
between compooeots and overall design considc:rations. The designer next intenctivcly explores
design altcmatives by selecting possibilities for each component. modifying and/or adding
components and possibilities as insight into the solution is gained. He then analyzes and stores the
many alicmativc solutions for later rctrieva.l
For large p-oblems. an iterative search proccdLD'C hypolhcsiz.cs new constraints based on
examples of previously-defined design alternatives. and proposes new design alternatives based on
pcnnutatioos ol the constraint space. The tool keeps nck of wlw has been tried and assists the
designer in covcrin& important aspects of the possible solution spaoc.
CANARD is written in the PatkPlace Smalltalk-80 development environment on the Apple
Macinrosh 0 . Venions of Smallralk-80 exist for Sun, Apollo. Hewlett-Packard. IBM. and Apple
hardware.

6.0 Example Trade Study - Technical Audit Item #85
In 1989 a ccchnical audit was performcd oo the Space Station Freedom for the program's content
and implementation planning m relationship to pcrfo~ design, and validation requirements.
One concern raised during the technical audit was a 1986 decision about the placement of the
pressurized logistics module (PLM). Using Aquinas, we hoped to develop a p-ocess for capturing
the decision rationale on this !Opie and similar ones.
First we desaibcd our problem and puposed process to a group ol designers at Boeing in
Huntsville, Alabama, who were or who arc involved with the placement of the PLM. We then used
Aquinas in two sessions with two teams of designers. One session lasted l -1/4 hours, one session
lasted 1-1/2 hours. We elicited trade study matrices from each team and combined the results,
using Aquinas to show the combined rank-ordering. The decisions developed using Aquinas
agreed with and documented the cmrcnt placement of the PLM.
Herc we describe the steps that were performed with Aquinas for the technical audit.

Step l. Aquinas elicited nine alternative PLM locations from Team l (Node 1 Zenith, Node 1
Nadir, etc.).

Step 2. Aquinas elicited a preliminary set of decision criteria bf using triadic comparison. Groups
of rhree solutions ~ compared and designers were asked to give discriminating criteria:

to..,

Think of an ~ new afterion that two of NOOE.1ZENfTH, NOOE.1 .NADIR, end NOOE
.2.ZENITH share, but that the other one does not. Whal is that trait? (Enler I CR
CMf'.)
NEW TRAIT (EXTREME)0 BEUER MSC BEACH

What ii thll Ctlerioftl QCJPOll8 a l appaes In thil case?
NEW TRAIT (OPPOSITE)" VQBSE MSC BEACH

Whit ii the rwne al a scale Of concept that delctt>es BETTER.MSC..REACH I
WORSE.MSC.REACH?
NEW TRAIT (CONCEPT)" MSC BEACH
Think of.,..~ MW ctlefton that two of NOOE.1 .NAOIR, NOOE.2ZENtTH, Ind NOOE.2.NADIR
shire, but that the OChlr one does not. What Is that charllderiltlc? (Enter a CR to _.,over.)
NEW TRAIT (EXTREME).. CLOSE TO HAB MOQLA.E

What Is that Ctleriorta opposle u I apples In this case?
NEW TRAIT (OPPOSITE)" FARTHER FROM HA8 MOQlA.E

Whit Is the name of a scale or concept thal desetl>es CLOSE.TO.HAS.MODULE I
FARTHER.FROM.HAS.MODULE?
NEW TRAIT (CONCEPT).. HAB MOQlAE PAOXJMCJY

Step 3. The designers rated each alternative on each criterion. By default. Aquinas supplies
ordinal scales from 1 to~. Designers may change the scale type (to ncminal, interval, er ratio) or
range fer convenience or more precision.
Step 4. The desilJlCl'S assigned a relative weight to each criterion. At this point an initial trade
study matrix was complete (Figure 3).

FlgLn 3. lnllial technical audit trade S1Udy matrtx from Team 1.

Step 5. The desipc:rs used several of Aquinas' analysis tools to discover patterns in the collected
information. Implication analysis showed logical generalizations tha4 for this !PJ>lication. provided
a sanity check. A clus= analysis and similarity analysis showed the degree of sunilarity and
~between alternatives and between aitcria.
Step 6. Aquinu scored the alternatives by eliciting prcfcm:d criteria values from the designers.

For eump~ the designers said they wouJd prefer alternatives that ~ bmo /or the sration
growth palla and had /us effect on the stalion cenur ofgravity. For Team 1, Aquinas produced the

following results:
1 : NOOE.2.NAOIR
2 : NOOE.1.NAOIR
3 : NOOE.2.PORT
4 : NOOE.2.ZENtTH
5 : NOOE.4.NAOIR
6 : NOOE.1.ZENITH
7 : NOOE.4.PORT
8 : NOOE.3.STARBOARD
9 : NOOE.3.ZENrTH

( 1.00)
( 0.93 )
( 0.71 )
( 0.61 )
( 0.54)
( 0.54)
( 0."48)
( 0.48)
( 0.31)
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Step 7. The second team used Aquinas to iDdcpendcndy devcJop and analyze their own trade
study mattix.
Step 8. Both mattices were cambined and Aquinas ~ scored the altrmalives. this time
showing the col'ISelfSJIS scores u wd1 u the coottibutlOlls from both individual teams. The teams
are weighted in this example fOI' purposes of illustration (Team 1 bu received a weight of~.
Team 2 a weight d 60'I>). Teams or individuals may be weighted f OI' teclmical or Olber reasons.
combined

r•utta:

1 NOOE._2_ NAOIR 0.89

2
3
4
5

8
7

8
9

NOOE_1_NAOIR 0.81
NODE_2_ PORT 0.71
NOOE~_lENrTH 0.64
NOOE;_t_ZENflH 0.55
NOOE_4_NAOfR 0.48
NOOE_4_PORT 0.43
NOOE_3_ZENl1H 0.40
NODE_3_STAR80ARO 0.28

TEAM 1 1.00 40%
TEAM~) 0 .93 40%
TEAM 1 0 .71 40%
TEAM=1 0 .61 40%
TEAM_t 0 .54 40%
TEAM_1 0.54 40%
TEAM_1 0.48 40%
TEAM 1 0 .31 40%
TEAM= 1 0 .48 40%

TEAM_ 2
TEAM 2
TEAM=2
TEAM_2
TEAM_2
TEAM_2
TEAM_ 2
TEAM_2

0 .82
0 .73
0 .70
0 .65
0 .56
0 .44
0 .39
0 .46
TEAM_2 0 .15

60%
60%
60%

60%
60%
60%
60%
60%
60%

Given Ibis infonnatioo, Aquinas displayed the most dissenting opinion beside the consensus.
The dissenting opinion is found by computing a corrdatioo score between each team and the
consensus; the team with lhe lowest correlation san is listed as the dissenting opinion. Dissenting
opinions show the user the range of opinion about a decisi~ not just the top rated list. In this
case. boch teams showed a high correlation - both teams were in substantial agreemcnL This can
give the user confidence that the top rated alternatives were sound choices.

Correlation acores for all experta:
TEAM_2

TEAM_1

.96
.90

TEAM_ t has the

most cissenting opinion.

TEAU_1

I

Conaenaua

1 : NOOE_2_NAOIR 0.81
2 : NOOE_ 1_NAOIR 0.72
3 : NOOE 2 PORT 0.71

I
I
I
I
I
I

NODE 2 NADIR 0.89
NODE- 1- NAOrR 0.81
NOOE- 2- PORT 0.71
NODE- 2-ZENITH 0.64

4 : NOOEJ=ZENITH 0.66
5 : NOOE 4 NADIR 0.62

6 : NOOE=()ENITH 0.42
7 : NOOE_3_STARBOARO o..u

I

8 : NOOE_ • _PORT 0.34
9 : NOOE_3_ZENITH 0.21

I
I

NOoe:) JENITH 0.55
NODE_4_NADIR 0.48
NODE_4_PORT 0.43
NODE_3_ZENITH 0.40
NODE_3_STARBOARO 0.28

Voice capture. Decision rationale was captured as voice input for both teams. Decision rationale

included descriptions of d>e overall problem, rationale for narrowing the alternatives to those
appearing in the maaix~ assumptions underlying decisions, definitions of alternatives and criteria.
reasons fOI' assigning particular ratinp and criteria wcipts, and milistic assumptions c:onceming
coosttaints and ttadeoffs. Of particular interest wece situations where members of the same U2m
initially disagreed and evmtually teaehed consensus. These discussioos, when played hick. ~
particularly illuminating for decision makers and ochers who may need 10 updlre trade studies
when requimnents change.

Near-future capability. We will be building a TMIS· based menu query mechanism that would
be able to answer several typeS of questions about a trade srudy:
Q. Why cld NOOE.2.zENITH do better than NODE.1.2ENrTH?
A. nrated hGh&r on ClOSE.TO.HAS.MODULE (1 vs. • on I scale of 1 to 5) and CLOSE.TO.LAB.
MODULE (1 vs. • on a scale of 1 to 5)

Q . Wtrt dd NOOE.1.NADIR and NOOE.2 .NAOIR do better than

NOOE. 1.lENITH and
NOOE.22ENITH?
A. They at.vayt rated higher on BEITER.MSC.REACH, BETTER.FOR.GROWTH, and
LESS.EXPOSURE.TO.MICROMETEOROtOS.
They sometimes rllled higher on CLOSE.TO.HAS.MODULE Ind
CLOSER. TO.JAPANESE.MODULE.
Q. If LESS.EXPOSURE.TO.MICROMETEOROIOS were the only Cllenon, how would the alematives

berried?
A. 5: NOOE.1.NADIR, NOOE2~1R, NOOE.-4.NADIR
4:.

3: NOOE.3.STARBOARD, NOOE.4.PORT
2: NODE2.PORT
1: NOOE.1.lENJTH, NOOE.22ENJTH, NODE.31ENfTH
Q. What Ctleria most c:llatnW\lte between the dematlYes?

A. GROWTH.PATH, MSC.REACH (TEAM_1), SUPPLY.ROUTE, TRAFFIC.PATTERN (TEAM_2}

7.0 Discussion
1.1

Project Benefits

NASA concluded that "the Aquinas..bascd methodology was appropiaae for effecting most of the
rationale capcurc required for the S~ Station Freedom Program. and was especially well suited
ID nde srudies" (Freeman. 1989). They felt that "the captured rationale will be an invaluable
resource fa" thc Space Station Freedom Program over its entire lifetime by providing imrncrliate,
rebblc access to bow and why important decisions were made... Benefits Of rationale caprure were
listed as:
L

Better, more reliable design
- More comprchcnsivc identification of allCmatives
- Explicit rabonale can be analyud, discus.scd, and agreed upon
- Design is less "scenario dependent''

b. Reduced development cost
- Design review will be greatly enhanced, resulting in fewer costly and risky "fixes"
la!e in the program
- Reduced niliance oo inefficient and less effective paper-based methods
- Less need to pull people in for a meeting IO reach an understanding of design

cJemcnts
c. Reduced cost for operations and maintenance

- lmmcdiatc. full access is provided to the designer's rationale in considering repairs
or procedures which deviate from "standanl"
d. Reduced cost for follow-on design efforts of the Space Station Freedom Program
- Ewlutiomry design and augmentations do not have to "mnvent the wheel"' by
reconstructing the original design rationale. even if the designers have been
unavailable for ten, twenty. or thirty years.
e. Reduced cost for design of similar anifacts

- Mars mission. lunar colony
Based on this work, NASA is sponsoring the development of a Design Alternatives Rationale
Tool (DARl) for use on the Space Swion Freedom Program. It will be based on extended
repenory grids and othei' methods and will be specialized design for rarionale capture. NASA plans
to use DART during the preliminary design review for the Space Station Freedom. Like Aquinas,
DART c.ouJd also find use as a general decision aid. a group decision tool, a feasibility assessment
aid, and as a knowkdgc enainccring tool. Eventually. NASA would like 10 use ClpUftd rationale
to support knowledge-based systems including an Intelligent Design Assimnt for Evolutionary
Design (Fn:eman, 1989).
We arc caltinuing to study and model the trade study process. This should lead to further
improvements in quality and efficiency. In panjcular we will (1) recommend a pocess for making
voice playback available over TMIS, (2) help NASA csubli£b guidelines and standards fCX" criteria

weights and ahemative ratings. and (3) help NASA develop aandard crillCria templates and
checklim to make trade 1t1>dies IDOl'C comp1ele and consistmt ICl'OSI me Spece Stadao Freedom
Program.

7.l

s......,,

The Boeing Advanced T~.hnnlnov Ceola' is conducting research leading to a carporue memory
facility. A corponre
-·-f;ility would povide facilities for Clptllrin& and usina decision
history and rationale~ a major program's life cycle.
InirieDy the Advanced Technology Center is prepuin& tvlCOl...,rpon.,,..uc memmy facility technical
rcpons and building feasibility demcosttations. In conjunction with NAS~ The Space Station
Fn:edom Program was selected as 111 application; within this domain we are concentrating on
design knowledge capture. We examined aspectJ of the Power subsystem and the P.nWomncntal
Control and Ufe Support (EO..S) subsystem.. We also participaJed in one aspect of the Space
Station Freedom technical audit
Significant progress was made in helping autoaWC dle process of performing engineering
trade studies. Other steps in the design knowledge cycle - alternative g~ oompari.son~
evaluation, and documentation - were also dcmonstratcd In dle next phase we will continue to
extend our tools to further automate trade studies. strengthen our lints 10 TMIS, and continue
work: on CANARD.
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